
In recognition of the limited number of MINI Convertibles and MINI USA’s responsibility to make sure MINI Convertibles get into the hands of open  
individuals, MINI USA asks all MINI Convertible Owners to enter into this contract. Upon signature of this contract MINI Owner agrees to keep MINI  
Convertible top down in accordance with this contract.

 On the date of ____ /____ /____  forward, this document serves as a binding contract between the two parties of: 

(hereby known as “MINI Owner”) and MINI USA.

90-10 Clause. MINI Owner hereby agrees to motoring with top in down, or open position, at least 90% of an operating period. This time period only  
applicable while MINI Convertible remains in the legal possession of MINI Owner.  MINI USA recognizes and hereby agrees 10% of an operating  
period allows for MINI Convertible top be in the up, or closed, position.

MINI Owner recognizes the following conditions below are acceptable reasons,  
under contract, for having the top in closed position: (please initial)

Any other infractions may be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by your MINI Dealer.

Family Name 

Address City State Zip Code

Vehicle VIN # Driver’s License # State Expires

First (Given) Middle

____     1. When motoring in rain under 25 miles per hour.

____     2. When motoring through a car wash and/or having car washed manually.

____     3. When parked outside for an unexpected extended time period.  
 (MINI USA doesn’t recommend any MINI, including MINI Cooper,  
 MINI Cooper S, and MINI Convertible be parked for an extended time.)

____     4. When temperature drops below freezing point (32°F/ 0°C).

____     5. After hair plug surgery.

____     6. When within earshot of an outdoor banjo and/or kazoo concert.

____     7. When driving through biblical-size swarm of locusts.

____     8. To avoid riotous teenaged groupies.‡
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This open contract extends to third parties that operate MINI Owner’s Convertible while in the legal possession of MINI Owner. This includes but is
not limited to: husbands, wives, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters, step-sons, step-daughters, best friends, next door neighbors, tennis instructors,  
sugar-mommas, sugar-daddies, girlfriends, vengeful ex-girlfriends, tow-truck operators, valets, and/or joy riders. MINI Owner accepts full responsibility  
and recognizes that any non-open motoring by anyone in his/her vehicle (vin # above) is a violation of this contract. _____ (initials)

Terms and condition of weather. MINI Owner agrees to be knowledgeable of local and/or regional weather patterns at least 48 hours in advance, 
thus allowing MINI Owner to plan to the best of his or her ability motoring times that allow for optimal open motoring. (See 90-10 clause.) If MINI  
Owner cannot determine weather patterns by him/herself, he/she should seek professional consultation. MINI Owner should not determine weather 
patterns due to “feelings” in his or her bones, an aching knee or elbow and/or through observing strange behavior of pets. MINI USA recognizes  
acts of God, which may or may not include lightning storms, tornados, earthquakes, raining frogs, or the arrival of the four horseman of the apocalypse.   
These events cannot be planned for, therefore MINI USA relies on MINI Owner’s judgment, that being of sound mind, to take proper action that
fulfills the 90-10 clause of this contract. 

**Amendment to Stage 4 (fig. D). MINI Convertible operated in Stage 4 with windows in the up position fulfills only the minimum requirement 
of this contract. MINI Owner may be tempted to keep the windows up to curb wind from tossing hair and/or any other reason. MINI Owner 
understands that although the position of top down with windows up meets the obligations of this contract, it is like buying a nudie magazine  
to read the articles. _____ (initials)  

‡ Only applicable for those with rock star status. 
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Constitution of Open. MINI Owner hereby understands to the best of his/her knowledge all four stages of MINI Convertible top. (See figures A, B, C, D) 

MINI Owner recognizes:   Stage 1 (fig. A) as not open and can be a violation of 90-10 clause.   Stage 2 (fig. B), sunroof position, is recognized as
a secondary open position only when windows are in a down position, maximizing MINI Owner’s exposure to outdoor elements.   Stage 3
(fig. C), transition stage, is fully recognized as neither an open position nor a closed position, but a transition position. To avoid criticism and ridicule
as a novice open motorer, MINI USA has designed the car as “undrivable” during this stage. The MINI Convertible will not shift into gear until the
top is in the full open position.  Stage 4 (fig. D) is fully recognized by MINI USA and its subsidiaries as open and fulfills the requirements of this
contract and the desired emotional, physical and social needs of the MINI Owner.


